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Entorhinal Stellate Cells Show Preferred Spike
Phase-Locking to Theta Inputs That Is Enhanced by
Correlations in Synaptic Activity
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In active networks, excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs generate membrane voltage fluctuations that drive spike activity in a
probabilistic manner. Despite this, some cells in vivo show a strong propensity to precisely lock to the local field potential and maintain
a specific spike-phase relationship relative to other cells. In recordings from rat medial entorhinal cortical stellate cells, we measured
spike phase-locking in response to sinusoidal “test” inputs in the presence of different forms of background membrane voltage fluctua-
tions, generated via dynamic clamp. We find that stellate cells show strong and robust spike phase-locking to theta (4 –12 Hz) inputs. This
response occurs under a wide variety of background membrane voltage fluctuation conditions that include a substantial increase in
overall membrane conductance. Furthermore, the IH current present in stellate cells is critical to the enhanced spike phase-locking
response at theta. Finally, we show that correlations between inhibitory and excitatory conductance fluctuations, which can arise through
feedback and feedforward inhibition, can substantially enhance the spike phase-locking response. The enhancement in locking is a result
of a selective reduction in the size of low-frequency membrane voltage fluctuations due to cancellation of inhibitory and excitatory
current fluctuations with correlations. Hence, our results demonstrate that stellate cells have a strong preference for spike phase-locking
to theta band inputs and that the absolute magnitude of locking to theta can be modulated by the properties of background membrane
voltage fluctuations.

Introduction
Numerous intracellular in vivo cortical and hippocampal record-
ings have established the prevalence of stochastic membrane volt-
age fluctuations that drive spike activity in a probabilistic manner
(Paré et al., 1998; Destexhe and Paré, 1999; Harvey et al., 2009;
Epsztein et al., 2010). Neuronal spike timing in vivo, however, is
often characterized by a precise relationship to the local field
potential that arises from coordinated population activity. This
behavior is often referred to as phase coupling or spike phase-
locking and it is believed to be a mark of the precise temporal
relationship between different cells as wells as an indicator of
temporal coding (Fox et al., 1986; Stewart et al., 1992; O’Keefe
and Recce, 1993; Csicsvari et al., 1999; Fries et al., 2001;
Klausberger et al., 2003; Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Klausberger
and Somogyi, 2008; Rutishauser et al., 2010). Accordingly, un-
derstanding the factors involved in establishing spike phase-
locking in neurons requires taking into consideration the
interplay between the stochastic synaptic background activity

arising from network activity as well as the intrinsic membrane
properties of neurons.

Like many cells in the hippocampal region, layer II stellate
cells of medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) lock strongly to the local
theta (4 –12 Hz) field potential while receiving stochastic fluctu-
ating inputs in vivo (Alonso and García-Austt, 1987; Stewart et
al., 1992; Frank et al., 2001; Quilichini et al., 2010; Brandon et al.,
2011). Stellate cell phase-locking, and thus temporal coding, are
hypothesized to be driven by intrinsic properties (Alonso and
Llinás, 1989; Haas and White, 2002). Several groups (O’Keefe and
Burgess, 2005; Burgess et al., 2007; Giocomo et al., 2007; Brandon
et al., 2011; Koenig et al., 2011) have hypothesized further that
intrinsically driven stellate cell phase-locking contributes to the
grid-like receptive fields of MEC cells (Hafting et al., 2005). For
these reasons, the mechanisms of stellate cells phase-locking are
of considerable general interest.

In our previous work we established that stellate cells, when
driven by fluctuating, conductance-based inputs, fail to generate
autonomous theta oscillations (Fernandez and White, 2008),
seemingly in conflict with the above-cited results. However, a
potential frequency preference at theta frequencies that leads to
greater spike phase-locking to theta band inputs has not been
studied. Thus, while stellate cells may not generate autonomous
oscillations they may still support an amplification of theta inputs
via an intrinsic preference for these inputs.

To understand the relationship between synaptic activity,
membrane voltage fluctuations, and spike timing, we recorded
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from stellate cells in acute rat brain slices. We used dynamic
clamp to simulate different types of background activity taking
into account the possible conductance and correlation properties
of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic activity present in vivo, and
probed spike phase-locking in response to sinusoidal test inputs.
We find that intrinsic cellular mechanisms endow stellate cells
with a strong and robust preference for locking to theta inputs
under a variety of conditions that include both low and high
conductance states. Nevertheless, the magnitude of spike phase-
locking can be modulated by the statistical properties of back-
ground synaptic activity.

Materials and Methods
Tissue preparation. All experimental protocols were approved by the Uni-
versity of Utah Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Horizon-
tal sections of hippocampus and entorhinal cortex were prepared from
22- to 35-d-old Long–Evans rats of either sex. All chemicals were ob-
tained from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. After anesthetization
with isoflurane and decapitation, brains were removed and immersed in
0°C solution consisting of the following (in mM): 215 sucrose, 25
NaHCO3, 20 D-glucose, 2.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 125 NaH2PO4, and 3 MgCl2,
buffered to pH 7.4 with 95/5% O2/CO2. Horizontal slices were cut to a
thickness of 400 �m (Leica VT 1200; Leica Microsystems). After the
cutting procedure, slices were incubated in artificial CSF (ACSF) at 30°C
for 20 min before being cooled to room temperature (20°C). The ACSF
consisted of the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 25 D-glucose,
2 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, and 1 MgCl2, and buffered to pH 7.4 with
95/5% O2/CO2. After the incubation period, slices were moved to the
stage of an infrared differential interference contrast-equipped micro-
scope (Axioscop 2�; Zeiss). On occasion, ACSF containing 10 �M

CNQX, 50 �M picrotoxin, and 30 �M AP-5 was used to block ionotropic
synaptic activity and test the effect of background activity on membrane
resistance. We did not observe any significant effect on membrane resis-
tance with application of these drugs. All recordings were conducted
between 32 and 34°C.

Electrophysiology. Electrodes were drawn on a horizontal puller (P97;
Sutter Instruments) and filled with an intracellular solution consisting of
the following (in mM): 120 K-gluconate, 20 KCl, 10 HEPES, 7 diTri-
sPhCr, 4 Na2ATP, 2 MgCl2, 0.3 Tris-GTP, and 0.2 EGTA, and buffered to
pH 7.3 with KOH. Final electrode resistances were between 3 and 4 M�,
with access resistance values between 4 and 12 M�. Electrophysiological
recordings were performed with a current-clamp amplifier (Axoclamp
2B; Molecular Devices), and data were acquired using custom software
developed in MATLAB (v. 2011; MathWorks) using the data acquisition
toolbox.

For dynamic clamp experiments, the current-clamp amplifier was
driven by an analog signal from an �86 personal computer running
Real-Time Application Interface Linux and an updated version of the
Real-Time Linux Dynamic Clamp called Real-Time eXperimental Inter-
face (Bettencourt et al., 2008). For all experiments, a noisy synaptic stim-
ulus was generated using two independent conductances representing
synaptic inhibition ( gi) and excitation ( ge) as follows:

Inoise � gi�t��V � Ei� � ge�t��V � Ee�. (1)

The reversal potentials for inhibition (Ei) and excitation (Ee) were set to
�75 and 0 mV, respectively. As in previous studies (Destexhe et al., 2001;
Fellous et al., 2003), the terms gi(t) and ge(t) were implemented using
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) processes and modeled using the following
equations:

dgi

dt
�

� � gi � g� i�

�i
� �Di�i�t�,

dge

dt
�

� � ge � g� e�

�e
� �De�e�t�. (2)

In the above equations, g�i and g�e represent the mean conductance for
inhibition and excitation. Di and De represent the diffusion coefficients

and �i and �e are Gaussian white noise terms with unit standard deviation
(SD). The terms �i and �e correspond to the time constant for inhibition
and excitation, which were set to 8 and 2 ms, respectively. In addition, Di

and De were set so that SD ratio between gi and ge fluctuations (�) of 4, 2,
or 1 were generated. A SD of �1.5 mV was used for membrane voltage
output.

The correlation between inhibition and excitation was manipulated by
introducing correlation in the random Gaussian processes controlling
inhibition and excitation. Correlations were set using the following
equation:

�i � c�e � �1 � c2�r. (3)

In the above, �i and �e are Gaussian random variables associated with
inhibition and excitation, while �r is independent of �e. The term c is
the correlation coefficient relating the correlation magnitude be-
tween �i and �e.

For experiments with fluctuations and added conductance, g�i and g�e

were kept at a 4:1 ratio and set to 12 and 3 nS, respectively, so that mean
current amplitudes would be approximately balanced. In experiments
where g�i and g�e were set to 12 and 3 nS (high conductance), gi and ge were
not rectified. This was not an issue as the mean values for gi and ge were
sufficiently far from zero that fluctuations did not cross zero and become
negative. For conditions where fluctuations were added without a mean
conductance component (g�i and g�e � 0, low conductance), conductances
were rectified so that a negative conductance was always avoided. Under
these conditions, a small mean positive conductance (�1 nS) was intro-
duced at some time points by the rectified gi and ge fluctuations.

In cases where conductance was added without membrane voltage
fluctuations, a simple linear leak conductance was introduced via dy-
namic clamp using the equation:

Ileak � gleak�V � Eleak�. (4)

For these experiments, Eleak was set to �75 mV. For all experiments, the
sample rate of the dynamic clamp was set to 10 kHz. A measured junction
potential of �10 mV was subtracted from all recordings and taken into
account during dynamic clamp experiments. Data were collected be-
tween 5 and 20 kHz and filtered at 3 kHz.

Analysis and statistics. All analyses were performed in MATLAB using
custom software and/or built in functions. Spike times were determined
using a threshold crossing for membrane voltage. Spike phase-locking
index (vector strength) is defined as summed normalized vector length of
circular data and provides a measure of phase-locking of a series of spik-
ing events relative to an ongoing oscillation. Spike phase-locking index
was calculated using the following equation:

p �
1

n �j�1

n
ei�ti, � �

2	

T
, (5)

where T � period of modulation frequency, tj � spike times. Each ei�ti is
then a unit length vector representing the phase of the spike. Phase-
locking index was defined as the length (modulus) of the vector p (see Fig.
1B). For each measure of phase-locking index at a given modulation
frequency, the total number of spikes (n) was always 	1700 (700 s re-
cordings at an average firing rate of �2.5 spikes/s). Modulation frequen-
cies of 1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 15, and 30 Hz were used and applied via a small (20 pA
peak-to-peak) sinusoidal current injection in the presence of membrane
voltage fluctuations.

Power spectra were calculated using MATLAB’s psd or pwelch func-
tions. For experiments using filtered current input noise, we constructed
a white noise process in the frequency domain and applied the following
first order filters to generate low-pass or bandpass current noise:

H�s� �
1

1 � s�
�low-pass�, H�s� �

s�

1 � s�
�high-pass�.

(6)

The low-pass (� � 0.01 s) filter was used to construct current input
noise with a spectra similar to current input delivered during uncor-
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related synaptic input. The combination of low- and high-pass (� �
0.03 s) filters was used to generate a bandpass current input with a
spectra similar to that observed using certain correlated inputs (see
Fig. 7A). MATLAB’s ifft function was used to implement an inverse
Fourier transform and generate the time series from signals con-
structed in the frequency domain.

The current protocol for input impedance measurements consisted of
a Gaussian current input that was filtered at 100 Hz (same as the low-pass
filtered signal above). Impedance (Z( f )) measures were calculated by
taking the ratio of the fast Fourier transform of the membrane voltage
response ( V) and current input ( I) stimulus:

Z� f � �
�FFT�V��
�FFT�I�� . (7)

For multiple comparisons, statistical significance was determined using
either a one- or two-way ANOVA. For repeated measures of means,
statistical difference was determined using Tukey’s honestly significant
criteria. A t test (one- or two-sample) was used when comparing one or
two means. Means are presented along with the SEM.

Mathematical results. In this section we derive the mathematical rela-
tionship describing how correlated synaptic inputs shape the power spec-
tra of synaptic inputs. This relationship allowed us to quickly and
rigorously determine the major factors that shape synaptic power spectra
(see Fig. 4), making predictions that suggested specific methods of data
analysis (see Figs. 5, 6), as well as follow-up experiments (Fig. 7) that
strongly tested the theoretical predictions. Consider a passive neural
membrane receiving the same inputs used in our experiments:

�
CV̇ � � gL�V � VL� � ge�t��V � Ee� � gi�t��V � Ei�

ġe � �
ge � g� e

�e
� �De�e�t�

ġi � �
gi � g� i

�i
� �Di�i�t�

,

(8)

where �x are white noises for x � e,i and �i�t�
def

�

c�e�t� � �1 � c2��t�, for 0 
 c 
 1, consistent with Equation 3.
Also, in this section we refer to the following parameter combination:

C � 1 �F/cm2, EL � �60 mV, gL � 0.1 mS/cm2, Ee � 0 mV, g�e

� 0.05 mS/cm2, Ei � � 75 mV, g�i � 0.2 mS/cm2, and 0 � c � 1.

In the experiments �
def

� � i/�e is assumed constant, where �x for

x � c,i are the SDs of the excitatory and inhibitory input conductance
noises, respectively. To replicate such condition on �, we recall that the
stationary SD of each OU process is well known �x � �Dx�x/2 (for
x � e,i), so we assume the following:

Di

def

� �2De

�e

� i
for � � �, (9)

where Dc � 0.0001.
We can consider the input current

I�t�
def

� ge�t��V � Ee� � gi�t��V � Ei�, (10)

and look for the power spectrum of I(t) (referred to as total synaptic
input current; see Results), which we label PSI. In particular, we are
interested in assessing the role of the parameters c, �, �e, and �i in the
monotonicity of PSI. We first derive an approximated form for I(t), and
then use the Weiner–Khinchine theorem (Pécseli, 2000), which guaran-
tees that we can compute PSI as the Fourier transform of the autocorre-
lation function of I(t).

To find I(t), we need to derive an approximated solution to System 8.
The multiplicative role of noise in the first equation makes the derivation
of a closed analytic solution impossible, hence we will use a voltage esti-
mate in Equation 10. We first perform an Effective Time Constant Ap-
proximation (Richardson and Gerstner, 2005) as follows:

�
CV̇ � g0�V � E0� � g̃e�t��E0 � Ee� � g̃i�t��E0 � Ei�

ġ̃e � �
g̃e

�e
� �De�e�t�

ġ̃ i � �
g̃i

�i
� �Di�i�t�

,

(11)

where g0 � gL � g�e � g�i and E0 � �gLEL � g�eEe � g�iEi�/g0. We
label g̃x�t� � gx�t� � g�x for x � e,i. In fact, Richardson and Gerstner
(2005) have shown that the main Gaussian properties of the voltage
distribution are captured in this approximation, which is the leading
order solution to the full conductance-based model in the presence of
synaptic shot noise. To further simplify our derivation, we consider the
following:

g̃x�t� � �x�x�t� for x � e, i (12)

treating each conductance as a white noise process. This approxima-
tion can be chosen in additive noise problems, though it treats the
autocorrelation of each noise process (excitatory and inhibitory) as a
delta function. Then the first equation in System 11 becomes the
following:

V̇ � � g0�V � E0� � �e�E0 � Ee��e � �i�E0 � Ei��i,

(13)

which suggest to consider

�̃e

def

� �e�E0 � Ee�,

�̃ i

def

� � i�E0 � Ei�, (14)

as �̃e and �̃ i are the SDs of the white noises used in Equation 13. Note
that the parameter � acquires a specific role in this redefined problem.
In fact, if we consider the ratio (in absolute value) of the new SDs as
follows:

� �̃ i

�̃e
� � �� E0 � Ei

E0 � Ee
� , (15)

we can see how in physiological ranges of the reversal potentials the ratio
�E0 � Ei�/�E0 � Ee� controls the range of values of �, so that the
conductance noises will have comparable variations.

Equation 13 can now be solved with standard Ito� calculus:

V�t� � e�g0t�V0 � E0� � E0 � �̃ i �
0

t

e�g0�t�s� dBs
i

� �̃e �
0

t

e�g0�t�s� dBs
e, (16)

where �x�t�dt � dBt
x for x � e,i. The equations in System 8 defining the

OU processes give the following:

ge�t� � e�t/�e� ge�0� � g� e� � g� e � �De �
0

t

e��t�s�/�e dBs
e,

(17)

gi�t� � e�t/�i� gi�0� � g� i� � g� i � �Di �
0

t

e��t�s�/�i dBs
i,

(18)
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(The assumptions gx  0 for x � e,i, necessary to the above derivation,
are satisfied throughout the experimental conditions). We can therefore
merge Equations 16 –18 in Equation 10 to obtain our approximated I(t)
stochastic process.

To compute PSI( f ), we need the autocorrelation of I(t), which we
calculate as follows:

AcfI�t���� � E
�I�t� � I�t���I�t � �� � I�t � ����.

(19)

Note that the expectation is taken with respect to trials, i.e., over noise,
and that because of causality (our experiments have an initial time, t �
0), all our calculations have been performed in positive time.

We find that the stationary autocorrelation of the synaptic current in
System 11 is given by the linear combination of three decaying exponen-
tials, one per timescale in the system:

AcfI���� � Fg0
e�g0� � F�e

e�� /�e � F�i
e�� /�i, (20)

where

Fg0

def

�

1

2g0
� g� e � g� i�

2��̃ i
2 � �̃e

2 � 2c�̃ i�e�

�
�2�e

1 � g0�e
� g� e � g� i��̃e�c�̃ i � �̃e�

�
�2� i

1 � g0� i
� g� e � g� i��̃ i��̃ i � c�̃e�, (21)

F�e

def

�

�2�e

1 � g0�e
� g� e � g� i��̃e�c�̃ i � �̃e� � �̃e

2

� 2
��e� i

� i � �e
c�̃ i�̃e, (22)

and

F�i

def

�

�2� i

1 � g0� i
� g� e � g� i��̃ i��̃ i � c�̃e� � �̃ i

2

� 2
��e� i

� i � �e
c�̃ i�̃e. (23)

Now PSI is the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of Equation 20.
The transform is given by the following:

AcfI���
ˆ ���� f � � �Fg0

e�g0�̂ � F�e
e�� /�eˆ � F�i

e�� /�iˆ �� f �

�
Fg0

g0 � 2	if
�

F�e

�e
�1 � 2	if

�
F�i

�i
�1 � 2	if

, (24)

and the relative sizes and signs of the linear factors Fg0
, F�e

, and F�i
will

establish if the power spectrum of I(t) is monotonic or not.
The squared modulus of this complex function at every f value is the

sum of the square of its real and imaginary part:

PSI� f � � �AcfI���
ˆ

� f ��2 (25)

� � g0Fg0

g0
2 � �2	f �2 �

�e
�1F�e

�e
�2 � �2	f �2 �

�i
�1F�i

�i
�2 � �2	f �2	 2

� � � � 2	f �
 Fg0

g0
2 � �2	f �2 �

F�e

�e
�2 � �2	f �2

�
F�i

�i
�2 � �2	f �2�	 2

,

which provides the analytical expression for PSI we were looking for.

We can now explore the parameter space (c,�,�e,�i) � 
0,1� � 
0,
� ��3 � �4, with respect to the monotonicity in the power spectrum of
I(t). To do that, we define a function �:�43 �� that is zero whenever
PSI is monotonic, and is the ratio between the peak value of PSI and its
initial value when it is non-monotonic. For any given �c,�,�e,�i�, let
m � maxf�
0,����PSI� f �� and f* the frequency at which such maximum
is found. Then

��c,�,�e,�i�
def

� �0 if f* � 0
m/PSI�0� if f*  0 . (26)

Examples of the resulting � values in subspaces are reported in Figure 4.
We can also compute the power spectrum for the excitatory and in-

hibitory synaptic current, separately:

Ie�t� � ge�t��V � Ee�, (27)

Ii�t� � gi�t��V � Ei�. (28)

Using the same procedure as for I(t), we get the following:

PSIe
� f � � 
 g0Kg0

g0
2 � �2	f �2 �

�e
�1K�e

�e
�2 � �2	f �2� 2

� �2	f �2
 Kg0

g0
2 � �2	f �2 �

K�e

�e
�2 � �2	f �2� 2

, (29)

where

Kg0 �
g� e

2

2g0
��̃ i

2 � �̃e
2 � 2c�̃ i�̃e�

� g� e

�2�e

1 � g0�e
�̃e�c�̃ i � �̃e�, (30)

K�e
� �̃e

2 � g� e

�2�e

1 � g0�e
�̃e�c�̃ i � �̃e�. (31)

Analogously, in the inhibitory current we get the following:

PSIi
� f � � 
 g0Jg0

g0
2 � �2	f �2 �

�i
�1J�i

�i
�2 � �2	f �2� 2

� �2	f �2
 Jg0

g0
2 � �2	f �2 �

J�i

�i
�2 � �2	f �2� 2

, (32)

where

Jg0
�

g� i
2

2g0
��̃ i

2 � �̃e
2 � 2c�̃ i�̃e� � g� i

�2�i

1 � g0�i
�̃ i��̃ i � c�̃e�,

(33)

J�i
� �̃ i

2 � g� i

�2�i

1 � g0�i
�̃e��̃ i � c�̃e�. (34)

Equations (29) and (32) define the curves reported in Figure 4, A, B, E,
and F.

Results
MEC stellate cells preferentially lock to theta inputs under a
variety of background conditions
Our goal in this study was to understand the intrinsic and synap-
tic factors establishing spike phase-locking in stellate cells. Al-
though previous work has implicated stellate cells in theta
network activity (Alonso and García-Austt, 1987; Stewart et al.,
1992; Frank et al., 2001; Quilichini et al., 2010; Brandon et al.,
2011; Burgalossi et al., 2011; Koenig et al., 2011), the ability for
stellate cell spike output to preferentially amplify or lock to theta
inputs has not been studied. In addition, we were interested in
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how spike phase-locking is potentially modulated under
fluctuation-driven spiking consistent with the in vivo state. To
achieve these aims, we embedded stellate cells in an artificial syn-
aptic environment constructed in dynamic clamp using OU pro-
cesses. Through the use of OU processes, we could approximate
in vivo membrane voltage conditions using a variety of parame-
ters to control synaptic inputs, and also drive spikes in a proba-
bilistic manner (Destexhe et al., 2001; Fernandez et al., 2011).
Because we introduce the artificial inputs at the cell body, mim-
icking inputs as measured somatically in vivo, our results neces-
sarily focus on how spiking is affected by particular patterns of
somatic voltage, current, and conductance, ignoring how den-
dritic inputs give rise to those patterns.

To start, we tested three distinct forms of background synaptic
activity consistent with a range of different background synaptic
input fluctuations measured in vivo. First, we constructed a back-
ground synaptic stimulus that provided stochastic fluctuations in
membrane voltage without introducing a substantial change in
stellate cell membrane conductance (�1 nS, low conductance).
Second, we used a stimulus that significantly increased overall
membrane conductance (15 nS, high conductance) while pre-
serving the SD in membrane voltage fluctuations of the low con-
ductance condition. The total conductance was the sum of mean
inhibitory and excitatory processes with values of 12 and 3 nS,
respectively. Testing the role of both low and high conductance
synaptic activity is important as in vivo data has indicated that
voltage fluctuations may or may not be associated with a change
in average input resistance (Waters and Helmchen, 2006; Cardin
et al., 2008). Finally, we used a stimulus similar to the second, but
with temporal correlations between inhibitory and excitatory
synaptic conductance fluctuations. Recent data indicate that cor-
tical circuits are often characterized by the presence of feedfor-
ward and feedback inhibition (Pouille and Scanziani, 2001; Heiss
et al., 2008; Atallah and Scanziani, 2009; Franks et al., 2011; Isaac-
son and Scanziani, 2011; Suzuki and Bekkers, 2012). As a result of
this connectivity, activation of cortical circuits leads to highly
correlated and proportional levels of excitation and inhibition
(Anderson et al., 2001; Shu et al., 2003; Wehr and Zador, 2003;
Heiss et al., 2008; Okun and Lampl, 2008; Atallah and Scanziani,
2009; Adesnik and Scanziani, 2010; Franks et al., 2011). The mag-
nitude of correlation underlying the random processes (Eq. 3; see
Materials and Methods) was set initially to a value of 1, which due
to differences in the time constants between gi and ge fluctuations
produced a peak correlation between the two fluctuating conduc-
tances of �0.8 (Okun and Lampl, 2008; Adesnik and Scanziani,
2010). For all three conditions, we maintained the SD of mem-
brane voltage fluctuations constant and used small amounts of
current injection to keep cells at an average firing rate of 2.5 Hz
(Fig. 1A). The choice of mean spike rate (�2.5 Hz) and voltage
fluctuations (�1.5–2 mV SD) was based on in vivo observations
from MEC stellate cells indicating low and variable spike rates
generated by random membrane voltage fluctuations (Frank et
al., 2001; Quilichini et al., 2010; Burgalossi et al., 2011). For all
recordings, the membrane voltage distribution (excluding
spikes) was unimodal with a range spanning �75 to �65 mV
(Fig. 1A1–A3, top) and average SD values of 2.0  0.1 mV, 1.9 
0.1 mV, and 1.8  0.04 mV for low conductance, high conduc-
tance, and correlated conditions, respectively (n � 8 –22).

To evaluate the ability of stellate cells to lock at different input
frequencies in the presence of stochastic voltage fluctuations, we
used a small amplitude (10 or 20 pA peak-to-peak for low and
high conductance, respectively) sinusoidal current input that was
independent of the background synaptic activity introduced via

dynamic clamp. This signal was added to the total synaptic con-
ductance input and was varied in frequency to assess the spike
phase-locking response between 1 and 30 Hz. Spike phase-
locking was quantified using an index that represents the average
phase preference of the spike time relative to the sinusoidal input.
An index of 0 indicates no preference for the phase of the sinu-
soidal input and would result in a flat spike phase histogram.
Conversely, an index of 1 would indicate that all spikes fired at the
exact same phase of the input. This approach is very similar to
previous theoretical and experimental work characterizing neu-
ronal spike responses to time-varying inputs (Brunel et al., 2001;
Fourcaud-Trocmé et al., 2003; Köndgen et al., 2008; Rutishauser
et al., 2010; Wei and Wolf, 2011; Broicher et al., 2012; Kispersky et
al., 2012).

As indicated in Figure 1, the spike phase-locking response in
stellate cells was sensitive to the frequency of the sinusoidal test
input as well as the form of background synaptic input fluctua-
tions (Fig. 1C; p � 0.001, two-way ANOVA, n � 8 –22). Notably,
for all synaptic background conditions tested, spike phase-
locking in stellate cells was significantly stronger in response to
sinusoidal inputs in the theta range (5 and 8 Hz vs other frequen-
cies, p � 0.001, one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s test). Consequently,
stellate cells show a strong spike resonance behavior at theta fre-
quencies, while in the presence of stochastic membrane voltage
fluctuations and probabilistic spike discharge.

To evaluate the relative strength of the spike resonance behav-
ior we used the ratio of spike phase-locking indices at 1 and 5 Hz.
This is analogous to the “Q-value” used for subthreshold imped-
ance and is a measure of the relative strength of phase-locking to
5 Hz input; therefore we called this a Q-value as well. For all three
conditions, the magnitude of spike resonance at theta was strong
(Q-values 	 1.4) but also significantly modulated by our choice
of background activity. First, background synaptic fluctuations
associated with an increase in membrane conductance signifi-
cantly reduced the Q-value relative to a similar background with
little added conductance (Fig. 1D; 1.75  0.08 vs 1.49  0.05, p �
0.01, Tukey’s test, n � 8 –22). Introducing correlations between gi

and ge modestly increased the Q-value. This result, however, did
not reach significance using Tukey’s test (Fig. 1D; p � 0.09). In
addition to a reduction in the Q-value, increasing membrane
conductance led to a significant increase in spike phase-locking to
high-frequency (8 –30 Hz) sinusoidal inputs (Fig. 1C; p � 0.02,
one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s test, n � 8), while decreasing locking
to 2 Hz input (Fig. 1C; p � 0.01 one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s test,
n � 8). Nevertheless, the spike phase-locking relationship re-
tained a resonance profile with a peak at theta under low and high
membrane conductance conditions (Fig. 1C). The largest effects
on spike phase-locking, however, occurred with background syn-
aptic activity incorporating temporal correlations between gi and
ge. With correlations, there was a large enhancement of spike
phase-locking to most input frequencies, including the theta
range (Fig. 1C,E; p � 0.001, one-way ANOVA, n � 22). Hence,
stellate cells show a strong preference for locking to theta band
inputs and the overall strength of locking is significantly modu-
lated by factors controlling the conductance and correlation
properties of the background synaptic input.

Preference for theta inputs in stellate cells is established by IH

Due to the prevalence of strong spike phase-locking to theta in-
puts, we hypothesized that the selectivity for theta inputs in stel-
late cell spike activity was related to an intrinsic property and not
the specific choice of artificial background synaptic stimulus. It is
well established that MEC stellate cells display a prominent sub-
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threshold resonance in the theta band that is mediated by IH and
generated via suppression to low (1–3 Hz) frequency inputs
(Haas et al., 2007; Nolan et al., 2007; Heys et al., 2010). It is not
known, however, if the established mechanisms supporting sub-
threshold resonance are related to those associated with spike-
firing resonance observed in Figure 1. Past work on stellate cells
from our group has also shown that increased membrane con-
ductance significantly reduces subthreshold resonance by re-
ducing the ability for IH to influence subthreshold voltage
(Fernandez and White, 2008). We hypothesized that a reduction
of subthreshold resonance either through a direct reduction of IH

or a change in membrane conductance should have analogous
effects on spike-firing resonance.

To establish whether IH plays a role in theta frequency selec-
tivity of the spiking behavior through its effects on subthreshold
membrane resonance, we used ZD7288 (10 �M) to block IH. The
efficacy of ZD7288 was determined by measuring subthreshold
membrane impedance before and after application of the drug
(Fig. 2A1) in the subthreshold region of membrane voltage
(mean voltage: �74.9  0.5 mV, max: �69.9  0.8 mV, min:
�78.8  0.5 mV, n � 11). We quantified the subthreshold reso-

nance at theta using a ratio of the impedance values at 5 and 1 Hz
(Q-value). This value was reduced from 1.62  0.1 under control
to 0.8  0.04 under bath application of ZD7288 (Fig. 2A2; p �
0.001, one-way ANOVA, n � 11–24). Application of the drug
completely eliminated the subthreshold resonance response at
theta frequencies by increasing the membrane impedance at low
frequencies (Fig. 2A1). Increased membrane conductance added
via dynamic clamp also reduced the Q-value. Unlike the ZD7288
condition, however, the cell retained a peak at theta albeit signif-
icantly smaller than under the low conductance condition (Fig.
2A2; 1.18  0.08 vs 1.62  0.1, p � 0.006, one-way ANOVA,
Tukey’s test, n � 7–24).

To measure spike phase-locking under ZD7288, we used the
same frequency range and amplitude of sinusoidal current stim-
uli as in Figure 1. For these measures, we used a background
consisting of either correlated or uncorrelated synaptic activity
that included a mean conductance component. We observed that
ZD7288 reduced the preference for spike phase-locking to theta
inputs using either correlated or uncorrelated synaptic inputs.
The loss of the spike resonance at theta was due to a significant
increase in spike phase-locking strength to low-frequency (1–5

Figure 1. Changes in membrane conductance and correlations in inhibitory ( gi) and excitatory ( ge) synaptic conductance activity modulate spike phase-locking in MEC stellate cells. A, Example
spike response and subthreshold voltage histograms (top) as well as average spike phase histograms (bottom) for stellate cells given sinusoidal current input. For spike phase histograms, example
shows a stellate cell driven by sinusoidal current inputs (frequency � 1, 5, 8, 30 Hz) in the presence background synaptic fluctuations generated with low (A1) and high (A2) membrane conductance
or correlated (A3) artificial synaptic activity. B, Circular plot of binned spike phases (relative to a 5 Hz sinusoidal input) with low conductance background synaptic fluctuations. The arrow indicates
the average phase of all spikes, while the length of the arrow indicates the strength of locking. C, Plot of the average spike phase-locking indices in response to sinusoidal current inputs of different
frequencies (1, 5, 8, 12, 15, 30 Hz) measured in the presence of the three different types of synaptic conductance-mediated membrane voltage fluctuations outlined in A (low, high, and correlated).
Asterisks indicate significant difference between correlated versus low or high conductance conditions ( p � 0.001). D, Q-value (ratio of spike phase-locking indices at 5 and 1 Hz) measured in the
presence of background synaptic fluctuations generated with low (gray) and high (black) membrane conductance or correlated (red) artificial synaptic activity. E, Phase-locking indices measured in
response to 5 Hz sinusoidal input under low (gray) and high (black) membrane conductance or correlated (red) artificial synaptic activity.
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Hz) sinusoidal inputs under ZD7288 compared with low or high
conductance conditions (Fig. 2B1; p � 0.01, one-way ANOVA,
Tukey’s test, n � 5–12). Consequently, with ZD7288, spike
phase-locking to sinusoidal inputs between 1 and 8 Hz were not
significantly different from each other (Fig. 2B1; p � 0.32, one-
way ANOVA, n � 5–12, uncorrelated inputs, p � 0.11, one-way
ANOVA, n � 6 –9, correlated inputs). Similar to the changes
observed in subthreshold impedance, application of ZD7288 in-
creased the spike phase-locking response to low-frequency input
under both correlated (red line) and uncorrelated (blue line)
synaptic stimuli compared with the control conditions (black
line), which reduced the frequency preference at theta before
the drop at higher frequencies (Fig. 2B1; p � 0.001, two-way
ANOVA, Tukey’s test, n � 5–9). A comparison of the Q-values
across low and high conductance as well as with ZD7288 using
correlated or uncorrelated inputs indicated that changes in the
subthreshold Q-value were qualitatively similar to those ob-
served in the spike resonance response (Fig. 2, compare B2,
A2). With ZD7288, Q-values associated with spike resonance
were significantly reduced compared with measures taken un-
der low or high conductance (Fig. 2B2; p � 0.01, one-way
ANOVA, Tukey’s test, n � 5–9). Furthermore, as with control
conditions, correlations in synaptic inputs in the presence of
ZD7288 significantly increased spike phase-locking across all
frequencies tested compared with ZD7288 and no correlations
(Fig. 2B1: p � 0.001, one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s test, n �
5–12). Hence, correlations enhance spike phase-locking but
do not by themselves bestow spike resonance.

Overall, spiking resonance was consistently higher and more
resistant to our manipulations using ZD7288 and increased
membrane conductance than the subthreshold resonance. Nev-
ertheless, these results indicate that IH and the mean membrane
conductance play a significant role in shaping the spike-firing
resonance via their influence on subthreshold resonance behav-
ior. As a result, subthreshold resonance in stellate cells, which
selectively amplifies sinusoidal inputs at theta by reducing mem-
brane voltage response to low frequencies (�4 Hz), provides a
larger voltage response that evokes more reliable spike phase-
locking to theta inputs.

Correlations in gi and ge can selectively reduce the power of
low-frequency input fluctuations
Although changes in membrane conductance and a reduction of
IH had a significant impact on spike phase-locking behavior, the
largest changes in locking strength were observed when gi and ge

were correlated. Despite introducing a high conductance state, a
background stimulus using correlations in synaptic inputs nearly
doubled the spike phase-locking indices in response to inputs
between 1 and 15 Hz and modestly increased theta selectivity
relative to the high conductance stimulus using uncorrelated syn-
aptic inputs (Fig. 1C–E). To better understand this result, we
followed by looking into how the parameters in the OU process
affected spike phase-locking.

A key parameter in our OU stimulus was the correlation
strength (c, from Eq. 3; see Materials and Methods). Intuitively,
the correlation value controls how much gi and ge covary across
time (Fig. 3A). To better understand how correlations influenced
spike phase-locking, we evaluated the impact of different c values
(Fig. 3A,B). We hypothesized that reductions in correlation
strength would gradually reduce the enhancement in spike
phase-locking. For these experiments, we limited our measure of
spike phase-locking to sinusoidal test input frequencies of 2 Hz.
We used correlation values between the random variables (�i and
�e; see Materials and Methods) generating gi and ge activity of 1,
0.8, 0.4, and 0 (Fig. 3B). Notice that these values generated effec-
tive peak correlations between gi and ge of 0.80, 0.63, 0.32, and 0
due to differences in the time constants between gi and ge (Fig. 3B,
inset). For all these experiments, the SD of membrane voltage was
maintained at �1.5 mV. As shown in Figure 3B, decreasing the
correlation strength between gi and ge led to progressively lower
spike phase-locking indices (Fig. 3B; p � 0.001, one-way
ANOVA, n � 8). A significant increase in spike phase-locking
was maintained with c � 1 and c � 0.8 compared with the com-
pletely uncorrelated condition (Fig. 3B; p � 0.05, one-way
ANOVA, Tukey’s test, n � 8). Thus, the strength of correlation
between inhibition and excitation is important in modulating the
spike phase-locking strength.

An additional parameter in our synaptic stimulus was the rel-
ative SDs of gi and ge fluctuations, denoted by � (� � �i/�e).
Recordings performed in vivo have shown that this ratio can vary

Figure 2. Frequency selectivity of stellate cells in the theta range is mediated by a hyperpolarization-activated cation current (IH) and is modestly affected by increased membrane conductance.
A1, Plot of average membrane impedance measured under control (gray), with 10 �M ZD7288 (blue) or with increased membrane conductance (black). A2, Plot of average subthreshold Q-values
(ratio of impedance or spike phase-locking indices at 5 and 1 Hz) under each of the conditions outlined in A1. B1, Plot of the average spike phase-locking indices measured in response to sinusoidal
current inputs of different frequencies (1, 5, 8, 12, 15, 30 Hz) under low (gray) and high (black) conductance or in the presence of 10 �M bath applied ZD7288 with (red) or without (blue) correlations
in synaptic inputs. Asterisks indicate significant difference between spike phase-locking indices measured with ZD7288 (correlated or uncorrelated) versus control conditions ( p � 0.001). B2, Plot
of average spike Q-values under each of the conditions outlined in B1.
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as a function of network state (Rudolph et al., 2007; Wu et al.,
2008). Hence, depending on the value of �, the moment-by-
moment synaptic current fluctuations in neurons can deviate
from a perfect balance and hence change how correlations affect
the moment-by-moment balancing of synaptic inhibition and
excitation. We tested the effects of using three different values of
� (� � 1, 2, and 4), while maintaining the correlation between gi

and ge fixed at 1 (Fig. 3C,D). To our surprise, the choice of � had
a strong effect on spike phase-locking behavior even though the
SD of the membrane voltage fluctuations was identical to our
previous conditions. Notably, smaller inhibitory current fluctu-
ations relative to excitation when � was set to 1 or 2 were associ-
ated with enhanced spike phase-locking across different
sinusoidal input frequencies (1–15 Hz) compared to when � was
set to 4 or when gi and ge were uncorrelated (Fig. 3D; p � 0.001,
one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s test, n � 20).

In summary, the ability for correlations in synaptic activity to
influence the spike phase-locking response was a result of both
the correlation strength and the relative magnitudes of gi and ge

fluctuations. Although our experimental results pointed to the
importance of both these two parameters, we did not have a
mechanistic understanding of how these factors affected spike
phase-locking and shaped membrane voltage and synaptic inputs
current fluctuations. We proceeded to analyze a simple model of

membrane voltage with synaptic conductance inputs inducing
fluctuations similar to our experiments.

Correlations and the SD of gi and ge shape the power
spectrum of synaptic current fluctuations
As a first step to addressing how synaptic conductance input
parameters (c, �, and synaptic kinetics) determine neuronal out-
put, we studied a simplified model of membrane voltage in the
form of an RC circuit. We wanted to precisely relate synaptic
conductance fluctuations with changes in the statistics of mem-
brane voltage fluctuations. A change in voltage could then be
used to understand how correlations in synaptic conductances
influence spike output. To start, we focused on the relationship
between conductance inputs and membrane current and how c
and � change total net current delivered via synaptic conductance
inputs. Through an understanding of how conductance inputs
and correlations influence net synaptic current we could better
understand how they change membrane voltage fluctuations and
ultimately spike discharge.

We modeled synaptic conductance inputs as two OU pro-
cesses identical to those used in our experiments and set the time
constant of the RC circuit to a value within the range measured
for stellate cells (membrane time constant � 10 ms: C � 1 �F/
cm 2 and gleak � 0.1 mS/cm 2) and used mean gi (g�i) and ge (g�e)
values of 0.2 and 0.05 mS/cm 2, respectively. The SD of ge was set
to 0.01 mS/cm 2, while the SD of gi was a multiple of 1, 2, or 4 of
this value (i.e., � � 1, 2, or 4).

Previous theoretical work has shown that correlations be-
tween gi and ge can reduce the size of net synaptic current fluctu-
ations (sum of inhibitory and excitatory currents) (Renart et al.,
2010). To quantify the size or power in synaptic current input
fluctuations across different frequencies, we calculated the power
spectrum of the total current delivered to the RC circuit through
the OU processes. Any potential reduction in the size of current
fluctuations would be indicated as a reduction in power within a
particular frequency range. We used an analytical approximation
of our model and calculated the spectrum for total synaptic cur-
rent using different parameters for the OU processes (see Mate-
rials and Methods).

For our analytical results, we initially focused on synaptic in-
puts with parameters set to � � 2 or 4 while keeping c � 1. We
found that the shape of the power spectrum for total synaptic
input current depends strongly on the value of � (Fig. 4A). When
gi and ge are correlated and � is 2, the resulting power spectrum
for total synaptic current is strongly non-monotonic with a large
reduction in power at low frequencies (Fig. 4A1). On the other
hand, when � is 4, the power spectrum has increased power at low
frequencies and is monotonic in shape (Fig. 4A2). Hence, with
correlations, synaptic conductance inputs with low-pass spectra
(i.e., OU processes with physiological time constants) can pro-
duce net current output fluctuations with a bandpass spectrum
(Fig. 4A1).

To understand how differences in the amount of power at low
frequencies in the total synaptic current arise, we plotted the spectra
for the individual inhibitory and excitatory currents (Fig. 4B). With
� � 2, the amount of power at low frequencies (0–20 Hz) in inhib-
itory and excitatory currents is well matched (Fig. 4B1, red and black
line in gray shaded area). At frequencies 	20 Hz, however, the
amount of power in excitatory current fluctuations is greater than
that for inhibitory fluctuations. In contrast, a � value of 4 results in
much greater power in inhibitory current fluctuations at low fre-
quencies. Thus, as indicated by the power spectra, inhibitory and

Figure 3. Correlations strength (c) and the relative SD (�) between inhibitory ( gi) and
excitatory ( ge) synaptic conductance fluctuations modulate spike phase-locking in stellate
cells. A, Example traces of inhibitory (black) and excitatory (red) synaptic conductances associ-
ated with artificial synaptic stimuli using c � 1 (top) and c � 0 (bottom) with a fixed � value of
1. B, Plot of the average spike phase-locking indices measured in response to sinusoidal current
inputs at 2 Hz using different correlation strengths (0, 0.4, 0.8 and 1). Inset shows cross-
correlation function between gi and ge under each of the correlation strength values used. C,
Example traces of inhibitory (black) and excitatory (red) synaptic conductances associated with
artificial synaptic stimuli using � � 2 (top) and 4 (bottom) with c � 1. D, Plot of the average
spike phase-locking indices in response to sinusoidal current inputs of different frequencies (1,
5, 8, 12, 15, 30 Hz) measured in the presence of four different types of synaptic conductance-
mediated membrane voltage fluctuations (c � 1; � � 1, 2, 4 and c � 0). Asterisks indicate
significant difference between correlated with �� 1 or 2 versus uncorrelated and �� 4 ( p �
0.001).
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excitatory current fluctuations are closely matched in terms of mag-
nitude at low frequencies with � � 2 but not with � � 4.

Fundamentally, the difference in power at low frequencies is
related to the scaling of inhibitory and excitatory fluctuations
with different � values. A lower � value is associated with smaller
inhibitory fluctuations. Conversely, when � � 4, inhibitory fluc-
tuations are larger and have much more power than excitatory
fluctuations at low frequencies. Hence, the combination of a sim-
ilar magnitude at low frequencies with � � 2 and high temporal
correlation in gi and ge leads to mutual cancellation at low fre-
quencies. As a consequence, inhibitory and excitatory current
fluctuations cancel at low but not high frequencies. For this rea-
son, the total synaptic current power spectrum has reduced
power at low frequencies when � � 2 (Fig. 4A1).

To quantify the dependence of the synaptic current power
spectrum on the parameters c and �, we generated a color map
showing the degree of non-monotonicity (a measure of the selec-
tive loss of low-frequency power) as a function of c and �. When-
ever we found a non-monotonic power spectrum, we used the
ratio of peak power at a nonzero frequency (usually near 30 Hz)
with the value of power at 0 Hz. Values 	1 indicate a non-
monotonic power spectrum and are indicated with darker shades
of orange and red in Figure 4C. Increasing the correlation
strength between gi and ge with � values near 2 results in in-
creasingly non-monotonic synaptic current power spectra

(Fig. 4C). Conversely, for low correla-
tion strengths (�0.5) and large � values
(	3), current power spectra are largely
monotonic (Fig. 4C).

The distribution of power in inhibitory
and excitatory current fluctuations is also
influenced by the kinetics of synaptic de-
cay. Faster synaptic processes have a larger
fraction of power at higher frequencies,
while slow processes have more power at
low frequencies. Time constants for inhi-
bition and excitation occur over a rela-
tively narrow range of values in neurons,
with inhibition being normally slower
than excitation. Because of this we were
interested in how different synaptic decay
kinetics influence cancellation at low fre-
quencies. Thus, in addition to �, the time
constants of synaptic inhibition and exci-
tation (�i and �e) should influence the de-
gree of non-monotonicity in the synaptic
current power spectrum in the presence of
correlations.

To start, we froze the correlation
strength and � value at 0.8 and 2, respec-
tively, and varied �i and �e. As indicated,
non-monotonic synaptic power spectra
are more likely when �i is larger than �e

(Fig. 4D). For cases when �i and �e are sim-
ilar (e.g., 6 and 4 ms; Fig. 4E1), the power
spectrum is monotonic because both in-
hibitory and excitatory conductances
have a similar distribution of power across
different frequencies (Fig. 4E2). As a re-
sult, when coupled with a � value of 2,
inhibition has uniformly less power at all
frequencies relative to excitation such that
there is no selective cancellation of inhib-

itory and excitatory current fluctuations with respect to fre-
quency. On the other hand, when �i is larger than �e (e.g., 12 and
2 ms; Fig. 4F ), the distribution of power is different for inhi-
bition and excitation (Fig. 4F2). Relative to inhibition, excita-
tion has much more power at higher frequencies but similar
power at low frequencies (Fig. 4F2). For this reason, inhibitory
and excitatory synaptic current fluctuations selectively cancel at
low frequencies and a non-monotonic profile for the power spec-
trum is generated (Fig. 4F1). Hence, for a wide range of physio-
logically relevant parameters the power spectrum of current
input fluctuations has substantially reduced power at low fre-
quencies when gi and ge are correlated.

Experimental verification of theoretical results
Our analytical results indicated that correlations in gi and ge shape
the spectra of background current input fluctuations and could
thus play a role in shaping membrane voltage and the spike
phase-locking response. Before testing how the shape of the
power spectrum affected the spike phase-locking response, how-
ever, we needed to verify that our data also generated reduced
power in low-frequency fluctuations by measuring the power
spectra of inhibitory and excitatory currents delivered via dy-
namic clamp in stellate cells.

To avoid contamination from spikes in the measure of power
spectra, we held membrane voltage slightly below spike threshold

Figure 4. Reduction of low-frequency input fluctuations depends on correlation strength (c), SD ratio (�) and synaptic decay
time constants of gi and ge conductance fluctuations. A, Analytically derived power spectra for total synaptic current using c � 1
with � � 2 (A1) and � � 4 (A2). Parameter locations in color map (C) from which power spectra were calculated are indicated
with a green (� � 2) and orange (� � 4) dot. B, Power spectra for inhibitory (black) and excitatory (red) synaptic currents
associated with A using c � 1 along with � � 2 (B1) and � � 4 (B2). C, Color map indicating degree of non-monotonicity
(increased non-monotonicity indicated with dark red) as a function of c and � using time constants for inhibition (�i) and excitation
(�e) of 8 and 2 ms, respectively. The non-monotonicity index was calculated by taking the ratio of power at the peak frequency and
power at 0 Hz. In the case of monotonic spectra, the index was set to 0. Non-monotonicity indices 	5 were capped at a value of 5.
D, Color map indicating degree of non-monotonicity as a function of �i and �e using c � 0.8 and � � 2. Non-monotonicity was
calculated using an index identical to C. E, Power spectra of total synaptic current input (E1) as well as the individual inhibitory (E2,
black) and excitatory (E2, red) currents resulting from using �i and �e of 6 and 4 ms, respectively. The power spectrum profile for
total synaptic current input (E1) is monotonic (E1, gray shaded region). F, Power spectra of total synaptic current input (F1) as well
as the individual inhibitory (F2, black) and excitatory (F2, red) currents resulting from using �i and �e of 12 and 2 ms, respectively.
Parameter locations in color map (D) from which power spectra were calculated are indicated with a red (�i and �e of 6 and 4 ms)
and blue (�i and �e of 12 and 2 ms) dot. Notice that the power spectrum profile for total synaptic current input (F1) is non-
monotonic and has a selective reduction in power at low frequencies (F1, gray shaded region) compared with the case shown in E1.
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and calculated power spectra based on 50 s long synaptic current
input traces. For these experiments we did not include the sinu-
soidal input current delivered during measures of spike-phase
locking. For contrast, we compared the power spectra and time
series of inhibitory and excitatory currents in a condition pre-
dicted by our analysis to have high (� � 4) and low (� � 2)
amounts of power in low-frequency synaptic current fluctuations
(Fig. 4A). With � � 2, the power of inhibitory and excitatory
currents at frequencies at or below 20 Hz was matched nearly
perfectly (Fig. 5A1, gray shaded region). At frequencies 	20 Hz,
the amount of power in excitatory current was greater than that
for inhibitory current due to excitation being faster than inhibi-
tion (2 ms vs 8 ms). In contrast, a � value of 4 resulted in greater
power in the inhibitory current at low frequencies (�20 Hz) and
greater power in the excitatory current at high frequencies (	20
Hz). Under this condition, inhibitory and excitatory currents
were not matched in power across any considerable frequency
range (Fig. 5A2). Hence, consistent with our mathematical re-
sults, the power spectra of inhibitory and excitatory inputs show
differential amounts of power across frequency depending on the
value of �.

We proceeded to filter the current traces using a 20 Hz low-
pass filter to highlight the frequency range in which the power of
inhibitory and excitatory currents differed depending on our
choice of �. Within this frequency range, the magnitudes of in-
hibitory and excitatory currents associated with � � 2 were nearly
the same size (Fig. 5B1) and hence better balanced than � � 4 in
the same frequency range (Fig. 5B2). For this reason, and as pred-
icated by our analytical results, the reduction in current input
fluctuations at low frequencies with � � 2 (Fig. 5B1, blue trace) is
a result of inhibitory and excitatory current fluctuations cancel-
ling within this frequency range when gi and ge are correlated.

Next, we performed power spectrum analyses of the total ar-
tificial synaptic input current delivered via dynamic clamp. As
predicated by our analytical results, correlations in gi and ge with
� values of 1 and 2 produced highly non-monotonic power spec-
tra with significantly less power between 1 and 10 Hz versus 20
and 30 Hz (P1–10 Hz/P20 –30 Hz; Fig. 5C,D; p � 0.001, one-way
ANOVA, Tukey’s test, n � 9). The cancellation at low frequencies
with � � 1 or 2 occurs because under these conditions inhibitory
and excitatory synaptic currents (due to �, c, and synaptic kinet-
ics) are specifically balanced and matched at low frequencies.

Reducing power of low-frequency (0 –20 Hz) membrane
voltage fluctuations increases spike phase-locking to theta
inputs
Next, we sought to understand how the reduction in low-
frequency current input fluctuations (0 –20 Hz) led to an increase
in spike phase-locking at theta frequencies. Past theoretical work
has shown that the frequency content of background fluctuations
can influence spike-phase locking. Specifically, a reduction of
power in background fluctuations at high frequencies can en-
hance locking in that same range (Brunel et al., 2001; Wei and
Wolf, 2011). In our case, we observed that the low-frequency
range in which synaptic input fluctuations were reduced over-
lapped with the sinusoidal input frequencies in which correla-
tions substantially improved spike phase-locking (1–15 Hz) to
sinusoidal inputs. In order for a reduction in synaptic current
input fluctuations at low frequencies to affect spike phase-locking
behavior, however, it must also change the size of voltage fluctu-
ations that drive probabilistic spike discharge. We reasoned that a
reduction in random low-frequency membrane voltage fluctua-
tions would reduce interference between background voltage
fluctuations and the sinusoidal input signal.

To establish if membrane voltage fluctuations were indeed
being selectively reduced at low frequencies with correlations and
� values of 1 and 2, we held membrane voltage slightly below
spike threshold and calculated power spectra based on 50 s long
subthreshold voltage traces. As with synaptic current input, we
found that the power spectrum of membrane voltage depended
on both the presence of correlations and the value of � between gi

and ge (Fig. 6). When gi and ge were correlated and � was equal to
1 or 2, the resulting power spectra of voltage were strongly non-
monotonic with a large reduction in power at low frequencies
(Fig. 6). On the other hand, when � was 4 or gi and ge were
uncorrelated, the power spectra had increased power at low fre-
quencies and were monotonic in shape (Fig. 6). Thus, correlated
gi and ge activity with � of 1 or 2 reduced the power of membrane
voltage fluctuations significantly between 1 and 10 Hz, relative to
the other two conditions (p � 0.03, one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s
test, n � 9).

If all that is required to increase spike phase-locking at low
frequencies is a reduction in voltage fluctuations resulting from
reduced power in input current, and not other complexities as-

Figure 5. Correlations in synaptic conductance inputs induce cancellation of inhibitory and
excitatory currents at low frequencies. A, Example power spectra of inhibitory (black) and ex-
citatory (red) currents associated with artificial synaptic stimuli using �� 2 (A1) and 4 (A2). B,
Low-pass filtered (20 Hz cutoff) traces of inhibitory (black) and excitatory (red) currents with
� � 2 (B1) and 4 (B2). The blue traces indicate the net instantaneous difference between
inhibitory and excitatory currents within the 20 Hz cutoff range. Below the plots, the filtered
traces for the corresponding inhibitory and excitatory have been superimposed (excitatory
current is mirrored) for the purposes of comparison. C, Example power spectra of total synaptic
current delivered via dynamic clamp. D, Plot of average ratio of total power between 1 and 10 Hz
versus 20 and 30 Hz (P1–10 Hz/P20 –30 Hz) under each of the four different background synaptic
conditions. Notice that as in our analytical results (Fig. 4), conditions with �� 1 and 2 generate
total synaptic input current fluctuations with a substantial reduction in low-frequency power.
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sociated with conductance-based inputs, it should be possible to
increase spike phase-locking by constructing background fluctu-
ations with a specific spectra incorporating reduced power at low
frequencies. Hence, to test our hypothesis, we constructed an
artificial current signal having a non-monotonic current input
power spectrum similar to that generated when gi and ge were
correlated with � � 1 or 2 (Fig. 7A, gray line). The current signal
was constructed by applying a bandpass filter to a white noise
current signal (see Materials and Methods). As before, we embed-
ded a separate sinusoidal current input (20 pA peak-to-peak
amplitude) with the background current noise to test spike
phase-locking. To account for the increase in mean conductance
associated with our previous OU processes, we added a separate
linear leak conductance equal in magnitude to the total mean
conductance added previously (15 nS). We then compared spike
phase-locking to the sinusoidal input with those acquired using
background noise with a monotonic current power spectrum
(Fig. 7A, black line).

Using the same procedure as before, we found that spike
phase-locking was significantly modulated by our choice of back-
ground noise (bandpass vs low-pass) and sinusoidal input fre-
quency (Fig. 7B,C; p � 0.001, two-way ANOVA, n � 5). As
predicted, background membrane voltage fluctuations generated
through bandpass current input fluctuations were associated
with significantly higher phase locking indices between 1 and 15
Hz (Fig. 7B; p � 0.002, one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s test, n � 5).
Thus, the increase in spike phase-locking to sinusoidal signals
between 1 and 15 Hz is a result of a reduction in power of random
current and voltage fluctuations that increase the signal-to-noise
ratio in that frequency range. Thus, our results show that stellate
cells show a strong preference for spike phase-locking to theta
rhythms and that this locking can be modulated by statistical
qualities of inputs that are known to vary in vivo.

Discussion
In summary, we find that MEC stellate cells have a strong and
robust preference for spike phase-locking to theta inputs under
both increased membrane conductance and probabilistic spike
discharge. As with subthreshold resonance, the preference for
theta inputs in spike output is established largely by IH. The mag-
nitude of locking to theta inputs is also controlled by the statisti-
cal properties of background synaptic activity. By altering the
spectral properties of voltage fluctuations, we show that synaptic

correlations have a substantial impact on spike output response
to time-varying stimuli. Balanced and correlated excitatory and
inhibitory inputs with realistic decay kinetics cancel in the 0 –20
Hz frequency range. For this reason, small probe inputs in this
frequency band can entrain stellate cells extremely effectively.

Theta frequency preference in stellate cells
Under all conditions tested, we found that stellate cell spike ac-
tivity was better modulated by theta range sinusoidal current
inputs. This result is consistent with previous modeling work
indicating that very strong subthreshold resonance behavior car-
ries into the spike output under a high noise or a fluctuation-
driven regime (Richardson et al., 2003).

Past work from our group established that increased mem-
brane conductance associated with synaptic input completely
eliminates autonomous spike train oscillations and reduces sub-
threshold resonance at theta frequencies in stellate cells (Fernan-
dez and White, 2008). The discrepancy with our previous results
in stellate cell arises for two principal reasons. First, the ability to
generate autonomous oscillatory activity is qualitatively different
from the ability to amplify or respond preferentially to certain
input frequencies. Thus, while stellate cells do not generate oscil-
lations in response to unmodulated stochastic inputs under high
membrane conductance, they do respond preferentially to input
modulated at theta under these same conditions. Second, we ob-
served that spike resonance was less sensitive to changes in mem-
brane conductance than the subthreshold resonance behavior.
This may arise from the fact that increased membrane conduc-
tance did not completely eliminate subthreshold resonance.
Further, increased synaptic conductance has a smaller effect
near threshold because of substantial Na � current activation,
which acts to amplify resonance and intrinsic properties im-
mediately below spike threshold (Alonso and Llinás, 1989;
Burton et al., 2008). Finally, spike-dependent mechanisms
may also contribute to the expression of spike resonance as
shown in CA1 pyramidal cells (Broicher et al., 2012) and sug-
gested in past work from stellate cells (Nolan et al., 2007;
Fernandez and White, 2008).

Comparison with in vivo stellate cell spike activity
Stellate cell spike discharge in vivo occurs at relatively low and
variable rates and is dominated by strong spike phase-locking to
the local theta field potential (Alonso and García-Austt, 1987;
Frank et al., 2001; Quilichini et al., 2010; Burgalossi et al., 2011).
Importantly, mean spike rate data indicates a marked absence of
repetitive spike discharge at theta or any form of pacemaking
activity (Frank et al., 2001; Quilichini et al., 2010; Schmidt-
Hieber and Häusser, 2013). Whether the spike temporal autocor-
relations indicate significant oscillations at theta seems more
variable. Some studies indicate an absence of rhythmicity in the
autocorrelation (Frank et al., 2001; Quilichini et al., 2010), while
others indicate rhythmic activity at theta (Brandon et al., 2011;
Koenig et al., 2011). All these studies, however, indicate low av-
erage spike discharge rates (�3 Hz) that are significantly below
theta. Hence, stellate cell spike activity locks strongly to theta
inputs despite not firing at theta frequencies. This apparent dis-
crepancy arises because the ability to lock spike discharge to a
particular input frequency under stochastic membrane fluctua-
tions is distinct from the continuous generation of spikes at a
given spike rate and the ability to generate oscillations. In fact,
recent intracellular in vivo recordings from stellate cells indicate
an absence of intrinsically generated subthreshold membrane

Figure 6. Correlations in synaptic conductance inputs selectively reduce the power of mem-
brane voltage fluctuations at low frequencies. A, Example power spectra of membrane voltage
fluctuations mediated by artificial synaptic activity incorporating correlated (c � 1) or uncor-
related gi and ge fluctuations implemented with � � 1, 2, and 4. B, Plot of average integrated
power between 1 and 10 Hz under each of the four different synaptic stimuli used in A. Notice
that membrane voltage fluctuations generated with � � 1 or 2 contained significantly less
power at low frequencies compared with stimuli generated with uncorrelated gi and ge or
� � 4.
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voltage oscillations but the ability to lock
to the theta field potential (Schmidt-
Hieber and Häusser, 2013).

Spike phase-locking requires only that
the phase between the sinusoidal input
and spike time be consistent across differ-
ent cycles of the input. Although this re-
sult suggests that stellate cells are unlikely
to provide pacemaking activity to down-
stream cells, it does suggest a potential
role in amplifying or maintaining spike
phase-locking to network theta rhythms
originating from other cells. Further-
more, it indicates that a contribution to
network theta by stellate cell can be
achieved through very strong spike lock-
ing at theta resulting from IH and a reduc-
tion in low-frequency membrane voltage
fluctuations by correlations in synaptic
inputs.

The properties of IH are also known to
vary systematically along the dorsal–
ventral axis of the MEC (Giocomo et al.,
2007; Garden et al., 2008). We would ex-
pect this gradient to affect the peak and/or
the frequency preference of the spike
phase-locking relationship. Although in
HCN1 knock-out mice grid cells maintain
spike phase-locking to the theta field po-
tential (Giocomo et al., 2011), it is difficult
to interpret these results in the context of a
frequency selectivity index as locking to
different frequencies in the local field po-
tential have not been tested systematically
in vivo. The gradient has also been shown to affect integration of
synaptic inputs (Garden et al., 2008). Thus, it is possible that
differences in spike timing along dorsal–ventral axis are reflected
in different spike phase-locking responses due to differences in
the membrane time constant, IH kinetics, and overall response to
synaptic inputs.

Functional consequences of correlations in gi and ge

Network models incorporating feedback inhibition can reliably
generate robust correlations between excitation and inhibition,
which reduce the size of voltage fluctuations through mutual
cancellation and decrease spike discharge rate (Vogels and Ab-
bott, 2009; Renart et al., 2010; Sceniak and Sabo, 2010; Economo
and White, 2012). However, in vivo recordings indicate the pres-
ence of large voltage fluctuations that seem undampened by the
correlations in synaptic inhibition and excitation (Destexhe and
Paré, 1999; Crochet and Petersen, 2006). Furthermore, different
network states are associated with different forms of subthreshold
membrane voltage fluctuations. For example, states of wakefulness
are associated with a selective decrease in power of low-frequency
membrane voltage fluctuations (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet
and Petersen, 2008; Okun et al., 2010; Constantinople and Bruno,
2011; Crochet et al., 2011). Our results suggest that these changes in
spectra can arise through correlations between gi and ge using a phys-
iological range of synaptic time constants and changes in the relative
SD values.

A proposed function for synaptic correlations is that they re-
duce the size of membrane voltage fluctuations and/or shorten
the duration of excitatory events (Pouille and Scanziani, 2001;

Wehr and Zador, 2003; Liu et al., 2010; Renart et al., 2010;
Sceniak and Sabo, 2010), thereby increasing the temporal preci-
sion of spike output. Our results add to this and emphasize the
role of correlations in modulating the spike phase-locking re-
sponse. As with levels of mean conductance and the size of noisy
fluctuations in our previous work (Fernandez and White, 2008,
2010; Fernandez et al., 2011), we now indicate that the correlation
properties of synaptic inputs can have a large impact on cellular
input– output behavior.

Computational work has also shown that a reduction of mem-
brane voltage fluctuations resulting from correlations can be
used to implement a decorrelation of spike activity in neighbor-
ing cells (Renart et al., 2010). Mutual cancellation of excitation
and inhibition can be used to reduce membrane voltage and spike
train correlations between neighboring cells arising from spa-
tially diffuse negative feedback. Whereas our work indicates that
correlations in inhibition and excitation can reduce the size of
membrane voltage fluctuations, the magnitude and frequency
range of the reduction is highly dependent on the SD and time
constants of gi and ge fluctuations.

Although under our experimental conditions we used only a
single pair of time constants for inhibition and excitation (8 and
2 ms), our theoretical results indicate that the specific reduction
of power in low-frequency voltage fluctuations occurs under a
variety of parameters where inhibition is slower than excitation.
The specific reduction of low-frequency voltage fluctuations is
likely to be important for neurons as responses to higher frequen-
cies are limited by the membrane time constant, synaptic time
constants and the spike generation mechanism (Brunel et al.,

Figure 7. Reducing power of low-frequency membrane voltage fluctuations increases spike phase-locking to low-frequency
sinusoidal inputs. A, Power spectra of artificially constructed current inputs using a low-pass (black) or bandpass (gray) filter (see
Materials and Methods). B, Plot of the average spike phase-locking indices resulting from sinusoidal current inputs of different
frequencies measured in the presence of background voltage fluctuations generated using low-pass (black) or bandpass (gray)
filters. C, Example of average spike phase histograms for a stellate cell driven by sinusoidal current input (frequency � 1, 5, 8, 30
Hz) measured in the presence of voltage fluctuations generated using artificial current input with low-pass (C1) or bandpass (C2)
characteristics.
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2001; Fourcaud-Trocmé et al., 2003; Wei and Wolf, 2011;
Broicher et al., 2012).

Recent spectral analyses of membrane voltage in vivo have also
revealed that membrane voltage dynamics change as a function of
the behavior or state of the animal (Crochet and Petersen, 2006;
Okun et al., 2010; Constantinople and Bruno, 2011). Intracellular
recordings from cortical pyramidal cells have shown that active
behavioral states are associated with a reduction of low-frequency
voltage fluctuations (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and
Petersen, 2008; Constantinople and Bruno, 2011; Crochet et al.,
2011). Consistent with this interpretation, there exists evidence
that the relative SD values of gi and ge change as a function of the
network state and sensory input (Rudolph et al., 2007; Wu et al.,
2008). Hence, different network regimes associated with different
synaptic weights and kinetics or neuronal gain could be used to
control the relative size of gi and ge fluctuations and modulate the
spectral properties of membrane voltage and spike output.
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